


Designed 
to Fit Your 
Lifestyle

WHILL doesn’t hold you back, it powers you 
forward. With simplistic beauty and revolu-
tionary design, WHILL provides mobility in 

a versatile, stylish, and unobtrusive way. Be 
seen for who you truly are while traveling 

anywhere you desire.



Meet WHILL
Functionally Beautiful

WHILL is unique. Just like you. 
 
WHILL enables personal freedom 
and singular self-expression so 
that your lifestyle and personal 
passions aren’t subject to limits. 
WHILL is an extension of a life 
beautifully lived, and its unparal-
leled navigational and functional 
capabilities, ease of use, compact 
form factor and clean design, pro-
vide freedom, independence and 
individualized expression that puts 
your life front and center.

Whether going out to dinner with 
friends, enjoying a ballgame, na-
ture stroll or hobby; WHILL is like 
no other personal mobility vehicle. 
WHILL was designed to provide 
multi terrain choices, so that you 
can take the road less traveled.



Your Life,  
Without  
Disruption
WHILL moves seamlessly throughout 
your life and goes effortlessly where 
you want to go. It is the combination of 
both high performance and unparalleled 
beauty. WHILL was engineered and 
designed to seamlessly integrate within 
the various rhythms of your life, wheth-
er at work, rest or play. It is powerful, 
elegant, and intuitive. We guarantee that 
not showing it off will require immense 
WHILL power.



Limitless  
Direction

Our All Directional Wheel Technol-
ogy is an industry innovation in 
both maneuverability and personal 
mobility. We’ve taken our deep 
expertise in the automobile indus-
try and applied the technology to 
personal mobility, enabling faster, 
effortless maneuverability in tight 
spaces and varied terrain.

WHILL enables you to rotate with 
a minimal  turning radius, making 
WHILL the highest performance 
motorized mobility vehicle in the 
industry. WHILL’s 4-wheel drive 
compliments its obstacle clearance 
and high-speed capabilities.

Full Rotation
The All Directional Wheel clears tight 
corners and other obstacles with ease.

Obstacle Clearance
3” obstacle clearance enables more 
flexibility and terrain mobility.

Multi Terrain
Ride over grass, dirt, gravel and snow 
with ease.

Intuitive Control
Controllers are adjustable and highly 
customizable.

Free Movement
The arms enhance comfort by moving 
up and out of your way.

Sliding Seat
Transfer onto and off of WHILL 
with ease.



Acceleration 
Management 
System
Our Acceleration Management System 
enables you to customize the speed and 
movement of your WHILL to better fit your 
driving preferences: fast, highly responsive 
control navigation or more subtle and 
easy control response. Better yet, you can 
control turn forward and reverse speed 
acceleration using the intuitive and easy-
to-use WHILL App.

Leave 
Nothing 
Behind

A subtle hanger on WHILL’s backrest 
takes your backpack wherever you 
need to go, keeping your most im-

portant belongings safe and secure.

Superior 
Customer 
Service
After conversations with over 300 
wheelchair users, we’ve learned the 
industry is often unable to deliver 
quality customer service. You know 
by now that WHILL is different, and 
our highly skilled engineers are com-
mitted to keeping your WHILL like the 
day you received it.

Configurable Options
The following specifications will be adjusted according to 

your body measurement by WHILL engineers upon delivery.

Height       32”, 33”, 34”    812mm, 837.5mm, 863mm

Length      35”, 36”, 37”, 38”, 39”    890mm, 915mm, 940mm, 965mm, 990mm

Arm Angle     45°, 48°, 51°, 54°

Arm Height Position    0″, 1″, 2″    0mm, 25mm, 50mm

Seat Angle     1°, 4°, 7°, 10°

Seat Length     16″, 18″, 20″    406mm, 457mm, 508mm

Seat to Floor Height    16.7”, 17.6”, 18.5”, 19.4” (+ cushion) 425mm, 448mm, 470mm, 493mm (+ cushion)

Foot Support Angle    Continuous 0°-10°, 85° (Fold-up position)    

Foot Support Height    4”, 5”, 6”, 7”, 8”     103mm, 127mm, 152mm, 178mm, 203mm

Foot Support Position    0″, 1″, 2″, 3″, 4″    0mm, 25mm, 50mm, 75mm, 100mm

Back Support Angle    4°, 6°, 8°, 10°    

Imperial Metric



Technical Specifications

Customization & Accessories

Pick Your Color 
Black or White

Two Controller 
Options

Accessory: 
Cup Holder

Accessory:
LED Flashlight

WHILL comes in glossy 

grey and white. Pick the 

color of your choice.

Unique mouse control 

model or ergonomic joy-

stick model.

Keep your drinks by your 

side by adding a cup 

holder.

Keep your path visible by 

adding a flashlight that fits 

perfectly with your WHILL.

Drive System  4 Wheel Drive
Front Wheels  All Direction Wheel – Diameter: 9.8″ 
Rear Wheels  Flat-Proof Tire - Diameter 12.5″  Flat-Proof Tire -Diameter 318mm
Ground Clearance 3.5″     89mm
Obstacle Capability 3″     75mm
Incline Capability  10°
Max Speed  5.5MPH (in US)    8.9KPH (in US)
Speed Setting  High / Mid / Low Speed (3 speed)
Braking System  Electromagnetic Brake
Turning Radius  28″     710mm
Electric Seat Sliding 5.9″     150mm
Range   10.6 miles    17km
Battery   12V 50Ah × 2 
Charger   6A Charger Model A Charge time: 8~9 hours
Controller  Mouse Controlling System (Single Hand Controller; Either Right Hand or Left Hand)  
   Mouse Controller or Ergonomic Controller
Software   Bluetooth LE
Tail Lamp  LED Light (RED)
Weight   283lb (Battery 34.8lb each)  128kg (Battery 15.8 kg each)
Weight Capacity  220lb     100kg
Width   23.6″      600mm
Operating Temp.  -13°F - 122°F    -25°C - 50°C
Storage Temp  -40°F - 149°F    -40°C - 65°C
IP Code   IPX4 Water Resistant

Imperial Metric



It all began with a user’s voice.

“I’ve even given up on going to the grocery store two blocks 
away.” Our journey started when a wheelchair user said this 
back in 2010. His reason was because he did not want to be 

seen as a wheelchair user. He disliked the negative perceptions 
of being ill or weak associated with wheelchairs.

To solve this, we started to create an original mobility device 
just for him. After one year of development, we exhibited our 

work at the 2011 Tokyo Motor Show. We were overwhelmed by 
the positive reaction from all over the world.

It was then we realized that it was not just him, but many peo-
ple desired this kind of innovation in mobility industry.

This is why we founded WHILL, to change the world.



The WHILL Model A is not considered to be a medical device and has not been  
submitted to the Food and Drug Administration for review or clearance.

WHILL, Inc.
285 Old County Rd #6
San Carlos, CA 94070

+1-844-MY-WHILL
whill.usNew Designs for Personal Mobility

Scottsdale, AZ

T: 480/868-9071

www.newtechmobility.com

New Tech Mobility
Unique Mobility Solutions




